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. West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. ( Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2014
PART-I
HISTORY - HONOURS
Paper - I
[ Full Marks : 100

Duration : 4 Hours )

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as Jar as practicable.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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Answer Question No. 1 & any four of the rest.

1.

Answer any four questions

4

X

5 = 2Q

a)

Identify the chief characteristics of the Palaeolithic and Mesolithic periods.

b)

Comment on the religious life of the Harappans.
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c)
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What were the main features of the Sabha & Samiti during the Vedic
period?

d)

Write a note on Ajivika sect.

e)

How far ':Vas the contemporary economic condition responsible for the
downfall of the Mauryan empire?

f)

Write a note on Gandhara Art.

g)

What is the importance of the Junagadh inscription of Rudradaman?
§!!f 1Pll"1� �'5%. �-����FIS?

h)

Con:iment 1?riefly on the position of women in ancient Indian society.
� � � � � ���9f \511l6116<il �,

2.

Assess the importance of Literary sources in reconstructing the history of
ancient India.
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3.

How were the Harappan cities planned? Describe their salient features. 10 + 10

4.

Examine the problem of locating the original homeland of the Aryans.

5.

Why are Buddhism & Jainism called protestant religions ? How are the rise of

20

these two religions related to the socio-economic developments in North India in
the 6th Century B.C.?

10 + 10

� '8 � � 2f� � qc'11 � � ? fuso9f( � � � �]�(.\:;)� ��->il�Jfet<p
���������?
6.

How would you explain the downfall of the Mauryan empire? Did Ashoke have
any responsibility for it?

14 + 6

7.

Assess the political and cultural importance of the Kushan rule in India.

8.

Was the Gupta age a 'golden age' in the history of ancient India ? Show the
reasons behind your answer.

20

20
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9.

Form an estimate of the art and architecture of the Pallava age.

20

10.

Discuss the rise of Gauda as a regional power under Sasanka.
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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. ( Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2014
PART-I
HISTORY - HONOURS
Paper- II

Duration : 4 Hours )

I Full Marks :

100

Candidates �re required to give �heir gnswers in their own words as far as practicable.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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Answer Question No. l & any four of the rest.
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GROUP-A

1.

Answer any four questions

4
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a)

Who were the 'Nayanars' and 'Alwars'?

b)

What were the differences betweer:i the Ghaznavid and the Ohurid
invasions?
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c)

Why was the second battle ofTarain (1192) important in Indian history?
\Bl?le&.1 ��109 � '5mtr-Ri � (����}

d)
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8valuate Zia-uddin Barani as a historian.
��IPi<P � ��1©Ri;:i �� ��I

e)

What is meant by the 'Khalji Revolution'?
·� f<f�· <I>� �Q( Fl$ ?

f)

What are the architectural characteristics of the Adina Masjid ?
� �PlMlt't'!l 1ti91\5r���� � r.f5?

g)

What is the significance of the Battle ofTalikota in Indian history?
'5Hltx5'!1 �W{IC>i GIMC<ISl�I � '51C!.9flf f<l5 ?

h)

Explain in brief Babur's success against the Afghans.
�� � � >il�Cc"!l?I ">i'�Pll'� '511Cc"llbrll � I
GROUP-B
�'5f - �

Answer any'four questions

4 X 20 = 80
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2.

8xplain the rise of Bengal as a regional power under Dharmapala and Devapala.
20
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Discuss the domination of the Cholas over the Bay of Bengal. How would you
explain their maritime expansion ?
<r��n� �9@ �� ��

�T<15

12 + 8
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4.

Who coined the term 'third urbanization' in the context of early medieval India ?
Write a brief note on the debate relating to urbanization during this period.
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'5l1N �'>f � ·� -r��ci· 'Xf4t--re- C<f$ � <!SUR ? �� 1IC5f<f .:f�Cf .,,�� �
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5.

What were the problems faced by Ghiyasuddin Balban ? How did he solve
them?
�rnl>i\SG-,--i ��.:, f<rs f<rs � �rr �c�ffi_(.c'I� ?

8 + 12

m

f�--m- ��� .,,m�

�"Bl�C<:'R ?
6.

Trace the evolution of kingship in India from Iltutmish to Alauddin Khalji.

20

7.

Discuss the role of the nobility during the Sultanate period.

20

8.

Analyse the various trends in the Bhakti movement from the fourteenth
to the
.
.
sixteenth centuries in India. What was its impact on the social and cultural life
of medieval India ?

10 + 10

� C� � � '$:!t<lT � '5M- '5lll�WIC"l� � �Tm�� �Cl � I ���
�M<:'5� �� '6 .,,,�� � �� � f<ri- � ?
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9.

Assess the contribution of the lliyas Shahi dynasty to the political and cultural
history of Bengal.

10.
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Write a note on the nature of Indian maritime trade prior to the advent of the
Portuguese. Did the coming of the Portuguese bring about any change in this
regard?

12 + 8
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